TILLAMOOK COUNTY

REWitness

#173

Southwest 1/16

11

HISTORICAL:

MAP A-1619 by John L. Carlich
Survey for Woodward & Wells
(Forestry Maps)

MAPS A-676 & A-756
All info taken from Forestry
Map data
Found: Set by Proportion

CONDITION

REWitness

1 1/2" Iron Pipe

x x Post N.W.

Post N.W.

Hat Section S.E.

NEW ACCESSORY:

* Fir 15" N 61°E 23 3/3 feet FO: Good 01 08 28
* Fir 14" N 34°W 14 3/3 feet FR: Good 01 08 28

COMMENTS:

IN THE PRESENCE OF: AL Duncan @ 01 5-28

DATE: 1968 PHOTO#: 

* = County corner tag affixed.

TITLE GSW